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Industry Impact
According to Biocom’s 2017 Economic Impact Report1 , the San Francisco Bay Area’s life science cluster employs
96,000 people in five sectors: biopharmaceuticals, medical devices and diagnostics, research and lab services,
bio-renewables, and life science wholesale. These jobs pay an average wage of $156,000, and generate $114 billion
in annual economic activity. Biocom represents more than 1,000 members in California; we focus on initiatives that
positively influence the region’s life science community in the development and delivery of innovative products that
improve health and quality of life.

LAND USE
In regional markets throughout California, land available for life science development is
scarce. Preserving commercial land for manufacturing, research and development (R&D), and
distribution is vital to long-term industry stability and encouragement of growth. Biocom advocates
for protection of land for life science development, and assists our members with navigating
development processes.
Additionally, we have seen the results of collocation have detrimental impacts to life science
establishments. Land zoning plans are created to provide appropriate space between industry
and residential to avoid compatibility conflicts. Biocom understands the need for additional
housing throughout the Bay Area to address continuing shortages and to house a growing
workforce. Housing should be appropriately located and supported by necessary infrastructure and
services.

LOCAL TAXES AND FEES
At the local level, the implementation of new city taxes and fees can have detrimental effects on
the development and production of new treatments. Biocom works with elected officials to educate
them on the effects of new proposals on the life science industry, and works to mitigate tax and fee
impacts on our members.
GROSS RECEIPTS TAX
Gross receipts tax the total amount a company receives from all sources, without subtracting
expenses or taking into account whether the company turns a profit. Research has shown these
taxes lead to lower hiring rates, and increased costs to consumers2. Additionally, gross receipts tax
causes pyramiding, the process by which a good is taxed multiple times as it is sold throughout the
production process before finally being sold to a consumer and taxed again.
These taxes disproportionately impact companies with small margins like small and mid-sized
life sciences with low profit margins. Adjusting corporate taxes to relieve this undue burden can
encourage industry growth.
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ACCESS TO WATER
California recently experienced prolonged drought conditions, and mandatory water cutbacks
were implemented throughout the state. While shutoffs were avoided, they are a continuing
possibility during drought conditions. Since its inception, Biocom has communicated with
legislators and regulators about how the life science industry uses water, and why reliable,
constant access to water is necessary for our member companies to conduct daily business
activities.
Biocom’s member companies reduce water use by employing cutting-edge water savings
technologies, such as reverse osmosis capture and reuse, and the use of recycled water in
cooling towers. Biocom has also supported a number of practical ways to diversify water supply,
such as indirect potable reuse and desalination, and has worked closely with local and state
water officials to ensure consideration for the industry in new and existing regulations.

TRANSPORTATION
Transportation is a key element in the quality of life in the Bay Area, impacting the
ability of employees to commute from work in a reasonable time as well as the ability
of companies to attract the necessary workforce and transport goods and products.
Investment in transportation infrastructure is critical for the Bay Area’s future growth and
population needs.
As the life science industry continues to expand its research and development facilities,
it is important for government entities to fund the necessary transportation improvement
projects. Biocom supports a balanced regional transportation plan that includes both
public transit and roadway expansion.

HOUSING
It is common knowledge that there is an extreme housing shortage in the Bay Area – the
median price of a single family home is $910,3503. Only 12% of San Francisco residents are
able to afford a home in that city4. Biocom supports incentivizing the building of additional
middle income housing units via a variety of approaches, including:
•
exemption of middle income housing from new/existing construction fees as appropriate,
to encourage the building of workforce housing
•
increased density around transit hubs
•
relaxation of parking and related requirements
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Please direct any questions to
Biocom’s Director of Regional Policy and Government Affairs, Melanie Cohn, at mcohn@biocom.org or 858.832.4158.

